Digital quantification of DNA via isothermal amplification on a self-driven microfluidic chip featuring hydrophilic film-coated polydimethylsiloxane.
Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is a DNA amplification approach characterized by high sensitivity and specificity. In "digital LAMP", small quantities of both template DNA and reagents are encapsulated within a droplet or microwell, allowing for analysis of precious nucleic acid samples in shorter amounts of time relative to traditional DNA amplification protocols (e.g., PCR) with an improved limit of detection. In this study, an integrated, self-driven microfluidic chip was designed to carry out digital LAMP. The entire quantification process could be automatically performed on this chip via capillary forces enabled through microwells comprised of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces coated with a hydrophilic film; no external pumps were required. Moreover, digitized droplets could be separated from each other by normally-closed microvalves. The contact angle of the hydrophilic film-coated PDMS surface was only 14.3°. This is the first time that a rapid (30min) and simple method has been used to create hydrophilic PDMS surfaces that allow for digital LAMP to be performed in a self-driven microfluidic device. As a proof of concept, amplification of a gene specific to a vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus strain was performed on the developed microfluidic chip within 30min, and the limit of detection was only 11 copies with a volume of 30μL. This device may therefore become a promising tool for clinical diagnosis and point-of-care applications.